2002 impala radiator

For more information go to Established in , ACDelco manufacture Core Size Manufacturer P
Reviews Questions, Answers Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best
option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part. Returns Policy.
Recommended Use. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Impala Radiator. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet
Size : 1. Core Thickness. Part Number: AC Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16
results. Featured Brands. Thickness Core Size Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Core
Size Manufacturer Replacement Radiator - Core Size Manufacturer P Manufactured from top
quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Core Thickness
Manufacturer C. Core Size. Feb 08, Purchased on Jan 09, Nov 19, Dave T Dave T. Purchased on
Nov 09, Nov 07, Excellent radiator! So far, it performs better than I expected. To make it worse, I
found out after completely installing the radiator and everything buttoned back up. I will take
some of the blame because I should have looked. The website says everything needed comes
with the radiator, so I assumed that would include the o-rings. A lot more!! Just make sure you
have the o-rings before installing. Walter Parson. Purchased on Oct 18, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is
outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P
Code? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant.
Once the engine cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor
circuit voltage. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Radiators for Your Vehicle Aftermarket replacement
radiators are as durable as their OE counterparts but they are more affordable, which means
you can get the same quality while saving money at the same time. Check out high-quality
replacement radiators at CarParts. How to Clean a Radiator There are two ways to clean the
radiator: internally and externally. The latter involves cleaning the radiator fins located on the
outside while the former has to do with flushing out old fluid and all the buildup that may have
accumulated inside of the radiator. How Hot Does a Radiator Get? But how hot does it actually
get? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Seven problems
related to radiator have been reported for the Chevrolet Impala. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the
Chevrolet Impala based on all problems reported for the Impala. Last year I bought my car from
a private dealer. Since purchasing it, my car always seems to be running hot. My "check engine
coolant" light use to come on so often, I went out and purchased another radiator hose and
clamps and got the light to turn off. However the issue with my car running hot has not gone
away. I'm scared that this is a bigger issue than coolant and it could create a fire and after
reading the recall, I am afraid to drive until this problem is fixed. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet
Impala. The contact stated that while driving 55 mph, there was smoke coming from the radiator
and the contact noticed the vehicle's engine had caught fire. A police report was filed. The fire
department extinguished the fire. There were no injuries. No medical attention was required.
The vehicle was destroyed and towed to a junk yard. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage , Passlock system would disable the car from starting dozens of
times for months. I would get stuck anywhere without warning for half an hour or more with my
children. It was taken in for a coolant leak issue. The dexcool a horrible product with lawsuits
due to engine damage had eaten the hoses and was spraying around the engine. It created a
sludge that thankfully did not destroy my radiator. The car finally outright failed because of the
security system. The passlock system is a known issue with gm. I have read endless complaints
about this problem. There was nothing wrong with the car, but the system would not read the
key. It was in the shop for weeks. Had to get new bcm and have the system reprogrammed. My
car only has 37, miles and for it to fail and need such expensive repairs for a faulty system with
nothing wrong with the mechanics of the car is unreal. Another known issue is with the signals
going out without warning. I never know if the turn signals will work and this is very dangerous.
I am fearful that other issues with the electrical system might happen. But knowing that the bcm
might fail again in another year or so is the biggest rub. How many times do people have to
reprogram their car and replace parts on a faulty passlock system that will fail again?.
Consumer was informed that the intake manifold gasket leak is a common problem in these
vehicles. Brakes have been replaced three times. He states that this is also a common problem.
The consumer stated the rotors were warped. The engine and radiator were replaced due to a

leak. Only miles on my Impala when the coolant light comes on. All of this because the coolant
gm requires is corrosive and causes the above items to deteriorate. How long will the
replacements last? Leaking antifreeze but not sure where. Continually having to add antifreeze
to overflow to maintain level. Car smells like burning antifreeze after being driven. Numerous
complaints found online at car forums with other consumers having the same trouble. Contents
in radiator and overflow is thick, oily-like substance. So far, while checking oil, it is ok. Not
milky or cloudy. Numerous reasons why vehicle has coolant problems. One theory is dexcool
causes the sludge. Main theory is problem originates from intake valve gasket and dominos.
Car Problems. Radiator problem 1. Radiator problem 2. Radiator problem 3. Radiator problem 4.
Radiator problem 5. Radiator problem 6. Radiator problem 7. Engine Cooling System problems
Engine Cooling System problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Catalytic Convertor
problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Oil Leaking problems. Engine Exhaust System problems.
Coolant Leaking problems. Engine Burning Oil problems. Engine Head Gasket Leaking
problems. Emission Control problems. One of the most common and inconvenient problems
with the Chevy Impala is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning
heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the
simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing,
but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the
heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from
the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air
across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has
stopped working in your Impala, this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost
never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add
coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose
going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make
your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Impala to not be able to create enough heat. You
can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The
overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right
by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the
engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up.
Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to
continuously enter the engine. If your Impala has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it
and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad.
Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can
be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming
to and from the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on.
If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the
heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system,
low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running
hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with
the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the
serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But,
using the info above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is
anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While
not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Impala to
not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If
you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is
not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. The radiator
took about seven days to be delivered because it came across the USA on ground freight. It was
worth the wait to get the great savings on a part that was made to order for a perfect match. I
was worried the oil lines were not going to fit but the radiator came with new replacement
fittings. I was very satisfied with my order. I ordered a radiator for my car not only was a exact
match it also came with transmission fittings. Good jobs guys. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory
Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan
Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Coolant Bleeder Screw. Coolant Level Sensor. Coolant Thermostat
Kit. Cooling Fan Switch. Cooling Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit.
Engine Coolant Air Bleeder Valve. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Cooling Fan.
Engine Cooling Fan Motor Connector. Engine Cooling Fan Shroud Bolt. Engine Cooling Fan
Shroud Clip. Engine Water Pump Cover Gasket. Engine Water Pump Hardware Kit. Engine Water
Pump Stud Kit. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Heater Pipe O-Ring. Radiator Cap.
Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose.

Radiator Mount. Radiator Mount Bolt. Radiator Support Baffle Clip. Thermostat Bypass Pipe.
Thermostat Bypass Pipe Seal. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing
Gasket. Thermostat O-Ring. Water Bypass Gasket. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Hose Elbow.
Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing Gasket. Water
Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Diesel
Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Koyo Cooling. OSC Automotive. Spectra
Premium. Shop By Vehicle. TYC Radiator. Click to Enlarge. DIY Solutions Radiator. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. API Radiator. Brock Radiator. Action Crash Radiator; Premium.
Product List Price:. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Product Remark: 3.
Koyo Cooling Radiator. Koyo Cooling W Radiator. Product Remark: Plastic Tank. Shipping
Options: Ground Shipping. GPD Radiator. Features: Direct fit replacement Durability tested on
every new design Radiators are an important part of the engine's cooling system. The main
function of the radiator is to extract and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the
engine for optimal performance. Spectra Premium Radiator. Notes: Radiator -- With 1 in. Spectra
Premium CU Radiator. AC Delco Radiator. APDI Radiator. Features: Increased thermal
performance, enhanced design features, and design commonization for maximum availability
with the minimum amount of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's specifications that are
ready to install. Denso Radiator. Metrix Radiator. Metrix W Radiator. Features: OE Quality Higher quality and reliable performance compared to competitive products Exact fit - No
additional time consuming steps needed for installation OE Engineered - Lightweight and
improved engine cooling performance Aluminum Core - Advanced design for optimum heat
transfer Oil Cooler - Integrated OE design for efficient thermal management. OSC Automotive
Radiator. Features: Hassle free installation O. Drop in fit, form and function. All necessary
fittings or hardware are included in each unit for an easy install. The radiator core is tested prior
to assembly and then once the assembly is complete the unit is tes Enhancements added to
solve original design failures and to improve the life of high mileage vehicles: adding more fins
per inch, thicker cores and even larger transmission coolers to overcome the added heat
associated with these vehicles. Show More Show Less. UAC Radiator. Metrix W February 22nd,
Posted by Jay. Action Crash RAD May 6th, Posted by Great savings for quality parts! Koyo
Cooling W Very satisfied with part. First time buying. Product was shipped very fast. March
19th, Posted by First Time Buyer. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: P. Catalog: K. Vehicle Notes Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: D. Catalog: A. Catalog: N.
Catalog: H. Vehicle Chevrolet Impala. The fan assembly for my Chevrolet Impala with the 3.
Would be nice if a basic instruction sheet would have been included. The cooling fan assembly
for the Impala arrived in 5 days and I installed the unit the next weekend. Fit perfectly and works
great. I received the radiator fan assembly faster than I expected and it fit just like a glove. Four
bolts it was out and back in with a problem, no fussing around. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory
Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan
Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Coolant Bleeder Screw. Coolant Level Sensor. Coolant Thermostat
Kit. Cooling Fan Switch. Cooling Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit.
Engine Coolant Air Bleeder Valve. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Cooling Fan.
Engine Cooling Fan Motor Connector. Engine Cooling Fan Shroud Bolt. Engine Cooling Fan
Shroud Clip. Engine Water Pump Cover Gasket. Engine Water Pump Hardware Kit. Engine Water
Pump Stud Kit. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Heater Pipe O-Ring. Radiator Cap.
Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Hose. Radiator Mount. Radiator
Mount Bolt. Radiator Support Baffle Clip. Thermostat Bypass Pipe. Thermostat Bypass Pipe
Seal. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat O-Ring.
Water Bypass Gasket. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Hose Elbow. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water
Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing Gasket. Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash.
DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Radiator Fan Assembly. Click to
Enlarge. Product Remark: OEM , , , Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Hayden Engine
Cooling Fan. Add on fans used to supplement the primary engine cooling fan. Includes
mounting hardware. Controls not included. Features: Meets or exceeds OE design and
performance 9 in. Features: Motors built and tested to quality specifications 14 in. Features:
Motors built and tested to quality specifications 16 in. Measure core and verify space.
Reversible for push or pull operation. Four Seasons Engine Cooling Fan. Features: Meets or
exceeds OE design and performance 14 in. Features: Motors built and tested to quality
specifications 9 in. Four Seasons Radiator Fan Assembly. Police Package. Features: Assembly

designed with the same materials and components as the original part. Brock Radiator Fan
Assembly. Product List Price:. Product Remark: 3. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Product Remark: Automatic or Manual Transmission. Dorman Auxiliary Fan
Assembly. Features: Precision-engineered to match the fit and performance of the stock
radiator fan assembly Designed with the same materials and components as the original part
Tested in laboratory settings to ensure performance. Dorman W Auxiliary Fan Assembly.
Features: Optimal air flow prevents vehicle from overheating Plug and Play jumper harnesses
included where applicable Direct replacement for a proper fit every time All motors are tested
prior to final production of radiator fan assembly. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Voltage Tested. Image is not vehicle specific. Features: Motors built and tested to quality
specifications 10 in. Action Crash GM This product is good. It is a direct replacement and easy
to install. It works very well. July 29th, Posted by Dale. Dorman September 7th, Posted by
Chevrolet fan assembly. July 13th, Posted by great product. September 18th, Posted by Roland.
March 19th, Posted by John. Catalog: E. Vehicle Notes Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: H. Condition: New Color Black O. Vehicle Chevrolet Impala.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. Catalog: P. Catalog: K. Catalog: D. Catalog: A. Catalog: N. Catalog: F.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. A failed radiator can land a vehicle directly
into the shop. Oil Catch Cans. Performance Air Intakes. Reservoir, Overflow, and Expansion
Tanks. Fan Shrouds. Racing Thermostats. Silicone Hoses. Performance Exhaust Systems.
Silicone Couplers. Hose Clamps. Heat Protection. Transmission Coolers. Replacement
Radiators. Chassis Components. Coming Soon. Ford Powerstroke Performance Parts. Dodge
Cummins Performance Parts. Jeep Performance Parts. Ford F Performance Parts. Gas Truck
Performance Parts. Borne Off-Road. Diesel Boot Kits with Duracore. Classic Radiators. Classic
Silicone Radiator Hoses. Classic Racing Thermostats. Classic Cooling Packages. Shop Classic
Make Model. Race Radiators. Race Intercoolers. Race Silicone Couplers. Race Intercooler
Cores. Race Universal Piping. Race Oil Catch Cans. Race Transmission Coolers. Race Hose
Clamps. Race Heat Protection. Race Coming Soon. Synthetic Coolant. Radiator Additive. Fuel
Relief. D
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ecals and Stickers. Gift and Promotional. X-Braced Dirt Bike Radiators. ATV Offroad Radiators.
Get Sponsored! Direct fit Ideal replacement for an aged, clogged, or leaking stock radiator
Functions with all stock engine bay equipment Brazed core. Shop all Replacement Radiators.
Ideal replacements A failed radiator can land a vehicle directly into the shop. Direct fit
Mishimoto replacement radiators are application-specific for direct-fit installation. Shop By.
Shopping Options Price. Please Select Year. Please Select Make. Functions with stock
equipment These direct-fit replacement radiators drop into place and work perfectly with all
stock parts. Lifetime Warranty All Mishimoto products carry a lifetime warranty, including
accident protection. Click to Mishimoto Lifetime Warranty. Forgot your password? Please enter
your email address below. You will receive a link to reset your password. Email Address. Back
to Login Submit. Push the limits with Mishimoto Push the limits with Mishimoto.

